# One Solution for All Operating Systems

Protect all devices with just one license.

## Windows

- **Protection against viruses, ransomware** and other malware
- **Anti-spam and anti-phishing** protection
- **Secure online banking and shopping**
- **Powerful firewall**
- **Parental controls**
- **Backup in the cloud**
- **Encrypted backups** saved locally or externally
- **Password manager**
- **Access control** blocks unauthorized devices

## macOS

- **Real-time protection** without performance losses
- **Surf protection**
- **Quarantine**
- **Protection against Mac and Windows malware**

## Android

- **Protection against Android viruses**
- **Surf and phishing protection**
- **Tracking and alarm features**
- **App control and password protection**

## iOS

- **Integrated browser** with surf and phishing protection
- **Tracking and alarm features**
- **QR code scanner**

---

/System requirements:/ Windows 10 / 8.x / 7: Min. 2 GB RAM (32- and 64-bit) | macOS 10.12 and higher, 2 GB RAM | Android 5.0 and higher | iOS 11 and higher
Stand-alone solutions
Perfectly coordinated with the operating system of your choice.

Antivirus Windows

Essential protection for your PC. Whether you’re doing your online banking, shopping, or just surfing the web – we’ll protect you across the Internet. Next-level technologies protect you against the latest malware, extortionists, and scam e-mails.

System requirements: Windows 10 / 8.x / 7: Min. 2 GB RAM (32- and 64-bit)

Antivirus Mac

Enjoy full, unlimited security for your Mac. Risks to your device are immediately detected and removed. Integrated web protection blocks malicious links before you even have the chance to fall into their trap. Simply check new files or entire USB sticks for any nasty surprises via drag and drop.

System requirements: macOS 10.12 and higher, 2 GB RAM

Mobile Security Android

Protect your mobile life from viruses, harmful apps, and data theft – just as reliably as you would on your PC. If you happen to lose your device, then you can track it down or delete all data remotely at any time.

System requirements: Android 5.0 and higher

Mobile Security iOS

The integrated browser protects you while you surf on your iPhone or iPad. Manipulated or fake websites are immediately blocked – which means that your online transactions remain secure. The tracking and alarm feature allows you to find your device again at any time. The QR code scanner checks whether malicious links are hiding behind the black and white squares.

System requirements: iOS 11 and higher

Cat pictures or computer worm?

I AM READY.

My digital future is full of opportunities – and full of viruses, trojans, and phishing attacks that attempt to steal my photos, passwords, or banking data. But I’m protected from it all – by the best people in the industry. It means I’m well-prepared and can take advantage of all the benefits of the digital world.

www.gdatasoftware.com